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Semiconductor surface diffusion: Nonthermal effects of photon illumination

R. Ditchfield, D. Llera-Rodrı´guez, and E. G. Seebauer*
Department of Chemical Engineering, University of Illinois, Urbana, Illinois 61801

~Received 30 August 1999!

Nonthermal influences of photon illumination on surface diffusion at high temperatures have been measured
experimentally. Activation energies and pre-exponential factors for diffusion of germanium, indium, and an-
timony on silicon change by up to 0.3 eV and two orders of magnitude, respectively, in response to illumina-
tion by photons having energies greater than the substrate band gap. The parameters decrease forn-type
material and increase forp-type material. Aided by results from photoreflectance spectroscopy, we suggest that
motion of the surface quasi-Fermi-level for minority carriers accounts for much of the effect by changing the
charge states of surface vacancies. An additional adatom-vacancy complexation mechanism appears to operate
on p-type substrates. The results have significant implications for aspects of microelectronics fabrication by
rapid thermal processing that are governed by surface mobility.
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INTRODUCTION

Diffusion on surfaces governs several process steps in
croelectronics fabrication, including the formation of hem
spherical grained silicon~HSG! for use in memory devices1

as well as the filling of vias with metals for device interco
nection purposes.2 However, concomitant diffusion within
bulk induces unwanted interface degradation and dopant
gration in heterostructures. As a means to avoid these un
ired processes, current methodology in microelectronics
rication attempts to use low processing temperatu
whenever possible. Consequently, interest has grown in n
thermal methods of modifying surface diffusivities. Phot
illumination may represent one such technique, although
idea remains speculative.

Some work on electron-stimulated disordering3,4 has indi-
rectly hinted that photon illumination can enhance mobilit4

However, the idea was left in embryonic form. This labo
tory has independently postulated effects mediated by an
teraction between charged vacancies or adatoms
illumination-induced variations in the surface Ferm
energy.5,6 However, until very recently no direct experime
tal evidence has materialized to back these ideas.

We have recently employed second harmonic microsc
~SHM! to obtain evidence in the cases of Ge and In
Si~111!.7 The present paper expands on that work in sev
ways. We extend SHM measurements down to lower te
peratures where new phenomenology becomes apparen
employ an additional adsorbate, Sb, to yield a more comp
a symmetric sequence of group-III, -IV, and -V elements
a group-IV substrate. Finally, we describe photoreflecta
~PR! measurements that give more insights into the e
tronic phenomena underlying the diffusion effects.

EXPERIMENT

Surface diffusion was measured in ultrahigh vacuum
second harmonic microscopy, an optical method we h
detailed previously.5,6,8This method images directly the tem
poral evolution of a one-dimensional step concentration p
file, which in turn is created with a molecular beam a
PRB 610163-1829/2000/61~20!/13710~11!/$15.00
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retractable mask. Illumination of the profile with a pulse
Nd:YAG ~yttrium aluminum garnet! laser at 1064 nm pro-
duces a small yield of surface second harmonic generatio
reflection that varies with adsorbate concentration and th
fore with position on the surface. Figure 1 shows a typi
set of unprocessed profiles. Independent calibrations of y
vs concentration via Auger electron spectroscopy6,8 permit
direct conversion of raw second harmonic profiles into co
centration profiles. Subsequent imaging processing,6,8 fol-
lowed by a straightforward Boltzmann-Matano analysi5

then yields the dependence of the surface diffusion coe
cient D on coverageu without parametrization. Control ex
periments in the present work showed that imaging itself
not perturb the profiles. Illumination during diffusion orig
nated from either a 10-mW continuous-wave~cw! He-Ne
laser operating at 632.8 nm or a 75-W Xe arc lamp. Vario
filters and focusing optics were combined to vary the inte
sity while maintaining good spatial uniformity over the di
fusing profile.

FIG. 1. Typical unprocessed second harmonic images of an
tial step and diffused profile for In on Si~111!. In this case diffusion
took place for 90 min at 780 K under cw He-Ne illumination at 1
W/cm2.
13 710 ©2000 The American Physical Society
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PRB 61 13 711SEMICONDUCTOR SURFACE DIFFUSION: . . .
To help interpret the diffusion results, we monitored t
position of the Fermi energyEf at the surface by conductin
a separate set of experiments with PR. PR measures
change in surface reflectance induced by a perturbing l
source. The photogenerated carriers within the semicon
tor change the built-in surface electric field either by neutr
izing some of the built-in surface charge9 or by decreasing
the width of the surface space charge region.10 The changes
in surface electric field in turn perturb the surface reflecta
R in narrow regions of wavelength corresponding to opti
transitions of the substrate material.11 The normalized reflec-
tance changeDR/R exhibits a spectral dependence that
monitored with a separate probe beam that is much we
than the perturbing light. Quantitative analysis of the sp
trum can yield the surface potentialVs and therefore the
position ofEf at the surface. Although the theory of PR h
developed enough in the last decade to make such dete
nations a real possibility,12–16 significant uncertainties stil
exist in actual practice14 because many factors affect the p
rameters derived from a PR spectrum. Nevertheless, the
ticular conclusions we draw from our PR results are for
nately not significantly weakened by these uncertainties.

We conducted PR in the same chamber as for sur
diffusion. The optical components and setup closely
sembled those of work we have previously published,17 with
the variable-wavelength probe beam at a 45° angle of i
dence. The perturbing light impinged at normal inciden
from the He-Ne laser referred to above, but with a mecha
cal chopper~400 Hz! placed in the beam for phase-sensiti
detection of the induced reflectance change. We exam
the wavelength range between 340–390 nm in the vicinity
the nearly degenerate18–20 E1 and E08 optical transitions for
Si, which lie near 3.4 eV.

Experiments were performed on Si~111! showing the
standard 737 reconstruction in low-energy electron diffra
tion ~LEED! and no detectable impurities in Auger spectro
copy. This work employed bothn-type ~As-doped,
831017cm23) and p-type ~B-doped, 131018cm23) mate-
rial. Molecular beams of Ge, In, and Sb originated fro
heated crucibles of boron nitride containing the respec
elements. We found that under some conditions~especially
with new crucibles!, boron nitride can pyrolyze slightly to
yield nitrogen contamination in the beam. Therefore, perio
cally we checked the surface composition after dosing w
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Auger spectroscopy to ensure the absence of spurious n
gen during diffusion and photoreflectance experiments.

RESULTS

Figure 2 shows Arrhenius plots of the diffusivitiesD un-
der dark and illuminated conditions for In. Measureme
were limited at high temperatures by desorption of In in
the gas phase, and at low temperatures by excessively
diffusion times. In all cases the data obey conventional th
mally activated behavior according to

D5D0 exp~2Ediff /kT!, ~1!

whereEdiff denotes the activation energy,D0 the preexpo-
nential factor,T the temperature, andk Boltzmann’s con-
stant. The data fall into two temperature regimes separate
about 390 K.

FIG. 2. Arrhenius plots for In diffusion onn- andp-type Si~111!
at about 1018 cm23 doping under dark and illuminated condition
Illumination was with cw He-Ne light at 1.9 W/cm2. Error bars
derive from standard error analysis~Refs. 21 and 22! of the diffused
profiles, while lines represent least-squares fits. For diffusion in
dark, n- andp-type material yield identical fits. Forn-type illumi-
nated material, the least-squares fit include only data above 39
The drop-off inD below 390 K appears to represent a true chan
in slope.
TABLE I. Surface diffusion parameters on Si~111!.

Adsorbate
Doping

type

Ediff ~eV! D0 (cm2/s)

Thermal Illuminateda Thermal Illuminateda

Sb
n 2.6160.09 2.3060.07 6310360.6 2310260.5

p 2.6560.09 3.0060.08 7310360.6 4310360.6

Ge n 2.4460.07 2.2060.07 4310260.5 3310160.5

p 2.4460.07 2.7160.07 4310260.5 4310360.5

In n 1.7860.04 1.4860.04 1310360.4 4310160.4

p 1.7860.04 2.1060.04 1310360.4 4310460.4

Inb n 1.7860.04 1.8160.07 1310360.4 1310460.5

aBelow 1130 K except where noted. Illumination with He-Ne laser at 1.9 W/cm2.
bBelow 930 K.
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13 712 PRB 61R. DITCHFIELD, D. LLERA-RODRÍGUEZ, AND E. G. SEEBAUER
Most of the data above 390 K have been repor
previously,7 although we will summarize the salient featur
here. The results without illumination remain independen
doping type, but illumination produces a family of conve
gent Arrhenius plots, withD rising for n-type doping and
falling for p-type doping. Table I summarizes the corr
sponding values ofEdiff andD0 at the maximum intensity we
investigated of 1.9 W/cm2. Both Ediff andD0 vary logarith-
mically with intensity, in opposite directions with roughl
equal magnitude for the two kinds of bulk doping. Para
eters with broadband illumination match those for He-
illumination.

In the present measurements extended to lower temp
tures, another phenomenon appears. Below 390 K,D for
illuminated n-type material begins to drop below the lin
extrapolated from higher temperatures. The effect is ra
modest~up to a factor of about 2!, but definitely cannot be
accounted for by experimental error. The Arrhenius para
eters in this range increase toEdiff51.81 eV andD05
13104 cm2/s. The activation energy thus closely match
the thermal value, while the prefactor falls an order of ma
nitude higher than in the thermal case.

Results for Ge have been reported previously.7 Briefly, Ge
shows a family of convergent plots below 1110 K rese
bling those for In above 390 K. Table I includes numeric
values forEdiff andD0 . Interestingly, while the exact value
for Ge and In differ, the photoinducedchangesin these pa-
rameters remain identical. For Ge above 1110 K, the Arrh
ius plots merge with the purely thermal data. LEED patte
near the isokinetic temperature reveal a gradual transi
from 737 symmetry near 1060 K to 131 symmetry near
1110 K.

Figure 3 shows Arrhenius plots for Sb. For Sb~as well as
the other adsorbates described above!, diffusion was mea-
sured for coveragesu up to about 0.6 ML. Boltzmann
Matano analysis showed that in all casesD remains indepen-
dent ofu in this range, in accord with thermal results for S
Ge, and In.6,8 The convergent lines for Sb in Fig. 3 mimic th

FIG. 3. Arrhenius plots for Sb diffusion onn- and p-type
Si~111! at about 1018 cm3 doping under dark and illuminated con
ditions. Illumination was with cw He-Ne light at 1.9 W/cm2.
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behavior for In and Ge. Measurements were limited at h
temperature by Sb desorption. Table I shows that the ph
induced changes in Arrhenius parameters match those fo
other adsorbates.

Figures 4 and 5 show room-temperature PR spectra
various illumination intensities forn- andp-type Si, respec-
tively. The surfaces supported 0.6 ML of In in each case. T
spectra exhibit shapes characteristic of the classic th
derivative functional form expected for electromodulati
spectroscopies of this at optical transitions far from the fu
damental band gap. This functional form has been descr
in detail by Aspnes,11 and can be written as

DR/R5Re@Ceif~E2Ecrit1 iG!2n#, ~2!

whereC denotes an amplitude factor,f a phase factor,G a
phenomenological broadening parameter, andEcrit andn the
energy and dimension of the critical point associated with
transition. Choosing the parametern becomes tricky when
employing a single line-shape equation to describe t
nearly degenerate transitions. Less than 0.1 eV separate
E1 andE08 transitions of Si.19 TheE1 takes place along theL

FIG. 4. Photoreflectance spectra at 300 K of the SiE1 transition
with 0.7 ML of In on n-type material. Different curves represe
He-Ne illumination intensities of 0.15, 0.24, 0.46, 0.97, 1.4, and
W/cm2.

FIG. 5. Photoreflectance spectra as in Fig. 4 forp-type material.
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PRB 61 13 713SEMICONDUCTOR SURFACE DIFFUSION: . . .
points within the Brillouin zone, while theE08 lies at theG
point. Not surprisingly, different line shapes describe
well-resolved transitions at low temperature: an excito
form for E1 and a two-dimensional form forE08 .19 Near
room temperature where the optical transitions become
resolvable, one must resort to phenomenology. We chosn
53, corresponding to the line shape for a three-dimensio
critical point,11 as providing the best fit to the data and co
sistent with previous electroreflectance reports.24 The re-
maining parameters in Eq.~2! could then be determined from
experimental spectra using the three-point method of Asp
and Rowe.25 Fits of Eq.~2! to the representative spectra fro
n- andp-type material appear in Figs. 6 and 7, respective
The match is satisfactory. We found thatf andG depended

FIG. 6. Comparison of smoothed photoreflectance spect
from Fig. 4~n-type material! at 1.9 W/cm2 and 300 K with theoret-
ical low-field expression of Eq.~2!. Experimental conditions did no
affect f andG, which remained at 90° and 150 meV, respective
The remaining parameters derived from Eq.~2! for this spectrum
wereEcrit53.457 eV andC52.6031025.

FIG. 7. Comparison of smoothed photoreflectance spect
from Fig. 5~p-type material! at 1.9 W/cm2 and 300 K with theoret-
ical low-field expression of Eq.~2!. Experimental conditions did no
affectf andG, which remained at 130° and 160 meV, respective
The remaining parameters derived from Eq.~2! for this spectrum
wereEcrit53.546 eV andC51.1131024.
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only on material type, remaining independent of other co
ditions. The amplitudeC depended on material type, tem
perature, and illumination intensity.Ecrit decreased linearly
with temperature, in agreement with the Varshni relatio19

for Si in this temperature range:

Ecrit5Ecrit,02lT. ~3!

However, the exact values of the parametersEcrit,0 andl we
found deviated slightly from those measured
ellipsometry19 and PR,12 which in turn differed slightly from
each other. We attribute these differences to the phen
enology required to fit two transitions that merge together
the temperature range of interest with a single line shape

A principal goal of the PR experiments was to determ
whether the adsorbed species affected the position of
surface Fermi level. Experiments with clean and In-adsor
surfaces~up tou50.7) revealed no change in any paramet
showing without further quantitative analysis thatEf at the
surface remained unchanged upon adsorption.

A second goal of the PR experiments was to estimate
precise position ofEf at the surface. Usually such estimat
employ the spacing between the Franz-Keldysh oscillati
that occur in PR spectra taken at theE0 optical transition
lying near the material band gap.14 These oscillations appea
when the broadening parameterG is sufficiently small that
the more generalized Airy-function expressions forDR/R
become appropriate.14 With careful effort, calculating the
surface electric field using Franz-Keldysh oscillations c
approach an accuracy of 5%14 so that the calculation ofEf

~which varies with the maximum electric fieldEmax asEmax
1/2 )

could conceivably approach the actual value within 2–3
However, at other optical transitionsG is usually large

enough to broaden out these oscillations~which are indeed
not observed in our spectra!, and the third-derivative func-
tional form becomes more appropriate. The amplitude fac
C contains the principal information regarding surface pot
tial, althoughC is also affected by numerous other effec
Unfortunately, using amplitude data alone probably leads
results that are considerably worse than using Franz-Keld
oscillations. Probably for this reason, there appears to
only one other attempt to extract the surface potential fr
C,12 and the results were not checked by an independ
method. Such a check would have been very useful, beca
for example, it is known that even a fairly weak probe bea
induces a photovoltage~in addition to that from the perturb
ing laser! that decreases the apparent surface potential~by up
to more than 30%! unless extraordinary measures are tak
to avoid this problem.14,15 We have not taken such preca
tions here. Nevertheless, we expect that our calculations
probably good to within 0.2 eV or so, which is sufficient fo
the limited conclusions we wish to draw.

Figures 8 and 9 showC plotted as a function of illumina-
tion intensity forn- andp-type material at several tempera
tures. For both kinds of material, spectral amplitude d
creases rapidly withT, yielding unusably small signals b
400 K. This phenomenon is well known in PR o
semiconductors,12,26but unfortunately it limited our PR work
to temperatures significantly below those of the diffusi
experiments.
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13 714 PRB 61R. DITCHFIELD, D. LLERA-RODRÍGUEZ, AND E. G. SEEBAUER
For the doping levels and illumination intensities used
this work, illumination does not perturb the majority carri
density sufficiently to changeE at the surface by collapsin
the width of this region. Instead, illumination affectsE by
neutralizing surface charge and thereby generating a ph
voltage that changes the surface potentialVs . In such cases
methods have been recently developed24,35 for using C to
calculateVs in the absence of illumination as well as th
change in surface potentialDVs induced by illumination.

The method works as follows. The PR amplitude factoC
scales linearly inDVs .27,26 In turn, DVs obeys the following
relation:13,14

DVs5
hkT

q
lnF Jpc

rJ0
11G . ~4!

Here, Jpc denotes the photoinduced current density to
surface,J0 the corresponding dark current density,q the
electronic charge,r an area factor, andh a quantum-
mechanical ideality factor. Whileh usually lies near
unity,14,15 r can be quite small due to the differing are
where dark current is nominally discharged~on surface

FIG. 8. Variation of the photoreflectance amplitude factorC
with illumination intensity for the spectra in Fig. 6~n-type mate-
rial!. Lines represent logarithmic fits according to Eq.~7!.

FIG. 9. Variation of the photoreflectance amplitude factorC
with illumination intensity for the spectra in Fig. 7~p-type mate-
rial!. Lines represent logarithmic fits according to Eq.~7!.
to-

e

states, which may be a small fraction of the surface at
density! vs photocurrent~the entire illuminated area!.14,15

The photocurrentJpc scales linearly in intensityI according
to14,15,27

Jpc5
qIg~ I 2R!

hn F12e2aW1
aLd

11aLd
e2aWG , ~5!

whereR represents the reflectivity~0.4 for Si at 632.8 nm!, g
the quantum efficiency@0.6 for Si ~Ref. 24!#, h Planck’s
constant,v the frequency of the light,a the absorption coef-
ficient, W the depletion width, andLd the diffusion length of
the minority carriers. The dark currentJ0 to the surface rep-
resents thermal carrier generation and containsVs according
to14,28

J05A** T2 exp~2Vs /kT!, ~6!

where A** denotes the modified Richardson constant
3.23105 A/m2 K2 for p-type Si~111! and 11.23105 A/m2 K2

for n-type Si~111!.29,30 Equations~4!–~6! together with the
linearity of C with DVs imply a relation betweenC andVs of
the form

C5A1 ln$A2I exp~Vs /kT!11%, ~7!

whereA1 andA2 represent constants containing the vario
parameters in Eqs.~4!–~6! together with parameters describ
ing the optical properties of the substrate.31 Fitting Eq.~7! to
a set of data forC collected at varying intensities yields th
combined parameterA2 exp(Vs /kT). Experiments at different
temperatures yield an Arrhenius plot of this combined p
rameter, giving an average value forVs over the temperature
range of measurement.32

Figure 10 shows an Arrhenius plot ofA2 exp(Vs /kT) ob-
tained by this procedure. The extracted value ofVs lies at
0.2660.02 eV for bothn- and p-type material. The resul
agrees fairly well with the 0.3-eV surface potential obtain
by Fujimotoet al.12 by a very similar method. Since illumi
nation in PR acts to flatten the bands and sinceEf in the bulk
already lies close to the conduction and valence bands,

FIG. 10. Arrhenius plots of the quantityA2 exp(Vs /kT) of Eq.
~7! taken from the data of Figs. 8 and 9. The slopes giveVs

50.2660.02 eV for bothn- and p-type material. As discussed in
the text, this value probably underestimatesVs .
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PRB 61 13 715SEMICONDUCTOR SURFACE DIFFUSION: . . .
magnitude of our data is consistent with pinning of the s
face Fermi level deeper within the band gap. As we ha
said, our values forVs probably underestimate the true va
ues significantly. Thus, we consider our data to be consis
with near-midgap pinning, in agreement with other work
discussed below.

DISCUSSION

The importance of ionization effects

Certain features of our results yield to straightforward
terpretation. The influence of doping type and the importa
of the conditionhn.Eg point to a driving mechanism that i
electronic rather than vibrational. Quantitative analysis
quires examination of what our experiment really measu
the mass transfer diffusivityDM . This quantity comprises
the product of the more well-known intrinsic diffusivityDI
and the fractional coverageu of mobile adatoms:33,34

DM5uDI . ~8!

The distinction betweenDM andDI is important because in
our experiments,u falls far below the nominal adsorbat
coverage. On Si~111!, adsorbates from groups III, IV, and V
of the Periodic Table substitute for surface Si atoms so
most adsorbate is rendered essentially immobile.5,8,33,35

Molecular-dynamics simulations have shown8,36 that diffu-
sional motion takes place via the formation of adato
vacancy pairs, in close analogy to vacancy diffusion in
bulk. In a conventional thermodynamic framework, the m
sured values forEdiff andD0 therefore contain contribution
from the enthalpies and entropies of adatom-vacancy
formation as well as those of intrinsic adatom motion. Th
photon illumination can in principle affect either or both
the intrinsic and adatom-vacancy contributions.

Our data show that illumination increasesEdiff by up to
0.3 eV onp-type Si and decreasesEdiff by the same amoun
on n-type Si, for a total swing of 0.6 eV. For Ge on Si, th
entire intrinsic migration energy is only about 0.6 eV~Ref.
8! suggesting that most of the observed effects origin
from vacancies. Furthermore, the insensitivity of the phot
induced changes to adsorbate type points to an underl
commonality, presumably vacancies on the Si surface.

The vacancy contribution to mass transfer diffusi
throughu implicitly includes the charge state of the vacanc
In the bulk, Si vacancies take on charge states ranging f
11 to 22.37 Effects of vacancy ionization on bulk diffusio
are well documented, withDM obeying37

DM5~@V1#1@Vx#1@V22# !D0,I exp~2Ediff, I /kT!, ~9!

where the subscriptI refers to intrinsic diffusion. Each va
cancy concentration@Vj # varies as exp(2DGI

i/kT), where
DGI denotes the free energy of ionization. Since cha
transfer between the Fermi energyEf and a vacancy level is
required for ionization, the relative populations of differin
charge states depends on the energy difference betweeEf
and these levels, and therefore on doping type and con
tration. To our knowledge, the charge states available t
vacancy on Si(111)-(737) remain unknown. Defect struc
tures on Si(111)-(737) have been investigated only re
cently, but calculations for intrinsic Si indicate that each da
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gling bond of a vacancy supports roughly two-thirds of t
charge density of the corresponding filled-site dangl
bond.38 Presumably this number varies with the availabil
of charge carriers. Furthermore, significant experimental e
dence exists that charged vacancies can exist on grou
semiconductors,6 so that an equation analogous to Eq.~9!
governs surface diffusion as well.

Further evidence for the importance of ionization com
from the similarity in temperatures for convergence of t
Arrhenius plots and for disappearance of the 737 surface
reconstruction in the Ge/Si system. Thermal diffusion p
rameters remain invariant as the surface transforms f
737 to 131 at high temperature, suggesting that long-ran
order by itself plays no important role. The insensitivity of
and Sb diffusion to surface concentration6 confirms this no-
tion, as both In~Ref. 39! and Sb~Ref. 40! pass through
several reconstructions as the concentration and/or temp
ture increase with no visible effect onD. Thus, the photon-
induced effects seem to require some other governing
cess.

Equation~9! predicts that purely thermal diffusion shou
not vary with doping type if we assume that the surfa
Fermi level Ef remains pinned at the same location ne
midgap for bothn- andp-type material. Our own data forVs
are not inconsistent with this notion, given the potentia
significant systematic errors we have discussed. In the lit
ture, near-midgap pinning for Si(111)-(737) has indeed
been reported for undoped material at room temperatur41

For the 231 reconstruction, pinning position remains ind
pendent of substrate doping,42 making this independenc
plausible for 737. No studies of high-temperature pinnin
exist to our knowledge for Si~111!, but for Si(100)-(231)
the pinning level remains constant to within 0.1 eV up
1200 K.43 Hence, under dark conditions the electronic occ
pation of energy levels should remain independent of b
doping type. Equation~9! then predicts an invariance of the
mal diffusivities with doping, in accord with our observa
tions.

Failure of the conventional picture

Clearly, the simple thermodynamic framework underlyi
Eq. ~9! provides a useful perspective for explaining many
our results. However, Eq.~9! falls short in an important re-
spect: the decrease ofDM for p-type material. In general, the
population of uncharged vacancies remains invariant w
changes in Fermi-level position.37 Thus, if illumination
forms charged vacancies, Eq.~9! indicates that these extr
species must increaseDM . However, forp-type material be-
low 1100 K,DM decreases in response to illumination.

One could argue that vacancies on the dark surface
mostly charged, and that illumination ofp-type material sim-
ply reduces the number of charged vacancies so thatDM
decreases. Several lines of evidence argue against this p
bility, however. Ab initio calculations show that the 737
reconstruction of clean Si supports much larger separat
of charge than does the 131, up to the equivalent of one ful
electron.44 PresumablyDGI would differ for the two recon-
structions, leading to differences inEdiff and D0 . Yet the
diffusion data for the dark surface show no change inD
throughout the transition between reconstructions at 1110
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13 716 PRB 61R. DITCHFIELD, D. LLERA-RODRÍGUEZ, AND E. G. SEEBAUER
Furthermore, molecular-dynamics simulations of Ge surf
diffusion on Si(111)-(131) extrapolate nearly perfectl
over experimental data on the 737 surface.8 These simula-
tions incorporate no effects of ionic charge. While the cor
spondence may be coincidental, it suggests that the vaca
~and adatoms! responsible for thermal diffusion on th
737 remain uncharged. Finally,D increases for illuminated
n-type material. This fact requires that the total vacancy c
centration increase in this case, implying an even gre
degree of vacancy charging than for the dark surface. Th
exists no evidence that surface vacancies can suppor
much charge.

The data forn-type material present other problems f
Eq. ~7! as well. In particular,D0 decreases significantly. De
composition ofDGI into an enthalpy and entropy of ioniza
tion according to

DGI5DHI2TDSI ~10!

leads to the relation

D05D0,I exp~DSI /k!. ~11!

A nonzero ionization entropy results from the softening
phonon modes in the vicinity of the vacancy if the char
remains localized.45 This effect results in a positive value fo
DSI , regardless of the sign of the charge on the vacan
Thus, D0 cannot decrease as vacancies become m
charged, counter to the experimental observation.

Some possible resolutions

We seek to explain both the general magnitude of chan
in the Arrhenius parameters and the decrease inDM for
p-type material. Diagrams of the energy bands near the
face at diffusion temperatures will aid both discussions. S
diagrams appear in Fig. 11. In addition to the assumption
near-midgap pinning as suggested by our PR results, t
diagrams also make the assumption that electronic o
pancy within the conduction and valence bands near the
face obeys a description incorporating quasi-Fermi-lev
within the so-called thermionic limit.28,46,47 Photogenerated
electrons and holes in semiconductors thermalize rap
within the conduction and valence bands, respectively. T
quasithermalization splits the Fermi level into tw
quasi-Fermi-levels48 Fn andFp that, respectively, define th
electron and hole concentrations within these bands.
thermionic limit requires thatFn andFp remain far from the
band edges, which our calculations confirm. Furthermo
the thermionic limit requires that the drift velocityvd of
carriers in the surface space-charge region greatly excee
surface recombination velocityv r so that the quasi-Fermi
levels remain flat up throughout the space-charge region
to the surface.28,46,47The conditionvd@v r is equivalent to28

mEmax@vmean/4, ~12!

where m denotes the mobility andvmean the mean therma
velocity of the charge carriers~equal to (8 kT/pm* )1/2, with
m* the effective mass!. For Si with a carrier concentration o
1018 cm23 we calculate Emax;300 kV/cm, giving vd
;1000v r and justifying the use of the thermionic limit.
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Figure 11 also shows that the band bending does
change upon illumination. This assumption is equivalent
assuming zero photovoltageDVs . Clearly bands do flatten
near room temperature under the conditions of photorefl
tance; indeed, at high-carrier concentrations a nonzero p
tovoltage is required to see any PR signal whatsoever. H
ever, our own PR measurements and others12 show that
photovoltage in Si largely disappears above about 400
This disappearance results from the very strong tempera
dependence of the dark currentJ0 in Eq. ~6!, which also
appears in the expression of Eq.~4! for DVs . Above about
400 K, the dark current swamps the photocurrent and ma
it ineffective in affectingVs , so that photoinduced ban
bending is not an issue in our diffusion measurements.

Figure 11 shows schematically how the quasi-Ferm
levelsFn andFp split asymmetrically, with the level corre
sponding to the minority carrier moving more. The prec
amounts of motion are approximate, and were calculate
the following way. Light at 632.8 nm from the He-Ne laser

FIG. 11. Proposed near-surface band diagrams for dark an
luminated conditions onn- andp-type Si, shown schematically. In
the dark, pinning of the surface Fermi energyEf near midgap in-
duces the conduction-band minimumEC and valence-band maxi
mum Ev to bend near the surface.Ef itself remains constan
throughout the semiconductor. Under illumination in the thermio
limit, quasi-Fermi-levelsFn and Fp for electrons and holes spli
from Ef , but remain constant with respect to vacuum throughout
semiconductor. Positions ofEf , Fn , andFp are drawn to estima-
tion according to calculations employing standard theory for pho
absorption~Refs. 23 and 24! under the conditions of our experi
ment. Illumination of itself does not change the band bending; p
tovoltage largely disappears in Si by 400 K.
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absorbed over a characteristic depth of about 2mm, which is
considerably deeper than the 0.2mm depth of the space
charge region in our substrates. To a first approximation,
excess carrier concentration for the bulk can then be e
mated by assuming uniform absorption in a layer of thic
ness 2mm and using the known incident photon flux, th
surface reflectivity, and an estimate for the excess car
lifetime t. In the presence of large photon fluxes, a nea
~defected! surface, and an unknown concentration of tra
and defects in the bulk, making the estimate fort no easy
task. We assumed a typical value of 2ms,49 which could
easily be off by an order of magnitude but will suffice for th
present purpose. The excess electron and hole concentra
dn anddp can then be used to calculateFn andFp according
to

n1dn5Nc exp@2~Ec2Fn!/kT#, ~13a!

p1dp5Nv exp@2~Fp2Ev!/kT#, ~13b!

whereNc andNv represent the effective densities of states
the conduction and valence bands, andn and p the surface
carrier concentrations in the dark. Finally, with the benefit
the thermionic limit the quasi-Fermi-levels are simply e
tended all the way to the surface.

Figure 11 shows that in the dark, midgap pinning ofEf
renders the surface essentially intrinsic with respect to ca
concentration: n'p. However, illumination moves the
quasi-Fermi-level for the bulk minority carriers far mo
than for the majority carriers, thus rendering the surface
n-type material essentiallyp type andvice versa. Thus, the
surface vacancies tend to become more positively charge
n-type material and more negatively charged onp-type ma-
terial. More quantitatively, the magnitude of the motion
our crude calculation is of order 0.3 eV for bothn-andp-type
material: identical to the magnitude of the shifts inEdiff .
This correspondence, together with the logarithmic dep
dence ofFn ~or Fp) andEdiff in illumination intensityI, all
suggest a close correspondence between mass transfer
sion and the minority-carrier quasi-Fermi-level via vacan
ionization.

It may seem significant at first that the intensity depe
dence ofEdiff andDVs ~proportional to the PR parameterC!
both vary logarithmically withI and change in opposite d
rections forn- and p-type material. Indeed, illumination in
creases both photocurrent and minority-carrier density
ways that propagate logarithmically intoEdiff andDVs with
opposite sense forn- and p-type semiconductors. Howeve
much of the correspondence betweenEdiff andDVs is almost
certainly coincidental. These quantities were measured
very different temperatures. More importantly, the balan
between photocurrent and dark current~both involving
mainly majority carriers! drives changes inDVs while
changes in theminority-carrier quasi-Fermi-level drive
changes inEdiff . Thus, whileDVs changes a great deal a
room temperature, it moves hardly at all at diffusion te
peratures. The effects ofT on Fn and Fp are not nearly so
large.

So exactly how much should the minority-carrier qua
Fermi-level affectEdiff? We cannot say for certain becau
the answer depends upon how minority carriers therma
themselves with vacancy levels lying deep within the ba
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gap. The details of carrier recombination with deep levels
surfaces remain incompletely understood at present. H
ever, it is well known that deep-lying surface states on se
conductors can take considerable time~milliseconds14 to
hours50! to thermalize with the bulk under illumination
However, vacancies have a lifetimetv of only microseconds
under the conditions of our experiment.

This estimate comes from the following calculation f
Ge on Si. Previous molecular-dynamics calculations in t
group for the intrinsic diffusivityDI yield an activation en-
ergy of 0.59 eV and a prefactor of 231023 cm2/s.8 Using
these numbers together with the relationsu5DM /DI andu
5exp(2DGf /kT), with 2DGf denoting the free energy o
vacancy formation, we find thatu is of the order 1024 under
the conditions of our experiment. The recombination r
Rva of vacancies with adatoms can be estimated assumi
simple diffusion-limited reaction expression:

Rva5kr@V#@adatoms#. ~14!

The reaction constantkr is given to a first approximation
by51

kr52pDI ln A1/u. ~15!

Since to a good approximation@adatoms#'@V#, insertion of
easily-calculated values forDI and@V#5Nsu ~whereNs de-
notes the surface atom density of the substrate! yields a good
estimate forRva and therefore the vacancy lifetime throug
tv5@V#/Rva . Thus, if the energy states of the vacanc
communicate poorly with the carriers in the bulk, it is qui
possible that the vacancy charge distribution never reac
what a simple equilibrium calculation might predict.

Other nonthermal effects may also play a role. Enhan
diffusion of defects in bulk GaAs due to local energy dis
pation by nonradiative electron-hole recombination has b
observed52 and modeled.53 That particular work concerned
excess carrier injection in a diodelike structure, but photo
neration should be equally capable of producing the
served effects. Unfortunately, diffusional enhancement is
pected by this mechanism, while the present experime
reveal both enhancement and inhibition. Other phenom
arising from the substantial drift velocity of minority carrie
impacting the surface may be important, but we are unaw
of an adequate theory to invoke a more detailed descript

With respect to the decrease inDM for p-type substrates
we speculate that adatoms form complexes with surface
cancies under illumination. Such complexes are well kno
to form within the bulk, where the interaction can be me
ated by electrostatic54,55or lattice strain56,57forces. However,
such complexes should behave differently on a surface t
in the bulk. In bulk vacancy diffusion, the constraints of
three-dimensional lattice require that when an atom mov
the corresponding vacancy moves in the opposite directio
the same rate. In other words, the motion of vacancies
foreign atoms are completely coupled. This coupling do
not necessarily hold on a surface. Once an adatom-vaca
pair forms, the adatom may wander freely independent
the vacancy. Indeed, molecular-dynamics simulations sh
that adatoms generally move much faster than surf
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vacancies.36 Thus, interactions that couple adatoms to vac
cies may slow the rate of intrinsic adatom hopping a
thereby decreaseDM .

A coupling mechanism may be easily envisioned
p-type Si. As Fig. 11 indicates, illumination renders the s
face ofp-type Si moren-type, and presumably increases t
average negative charge on the vacancies. The charge
adatoms like Ge, In, and Sb are currently unknown. Ho
ever, ab initio calculations for the Si(111)-(737) surface
suggest that Si atoms in so-called ‘‘adatom’’ positions in
structure~i.e., in the most exposed positions and presuma
most likely to diffuse! carry some positive charge. If thi
finding generalizes to the adsorbates examined here,
presumably an electrostatic attraction could exist betw
the negative vacancies and positive adatoms.

If adatoms remain positively charged onn-type material,
coupling would vanish with the now-positive vacancie
Thus,DM could increase with illumination according to E
~7! because both neutral and positively charged vacan
would contribute. Note that this picture only explains w
DM decreases forp-type material and increases forn-type
material. It does not explain the Arrhenius parameters th
selves. Specific arguments concerningEdiff remain difficult
to make because they depend heavily on the ionization
thalpyDHI . This quantity depends upon the positions of t
energy states of the various charged vacancies, which rem
unknown. D0 for p-type material admits a straightforwar
explanation: participation of ionized vacancies introduce
positive ionization entropyDSI into the prefactor as dis
cussed above, makingD0 increase. However, the decrease
D0 for n-type material admits no easy explanation. In t
bulk, DSI is always positive regardless of the sign of t
vacancy charge. We can only speculate that a qualita
difference in phonon mode softening sometimes exists w
comparing the bulk and the surface. While in its normal st
the Si bulk contains no charge separation, such separa
inheres in the very nature of Si(111)-(737). It may be that
positively charged vacancies can actually harden the vi
tional structure of this complex surface.

We also cannot easily explain the change in Arrhen
parameters below about 370 °C for In onn-type Si. Similar
effects do not appear for Ge and Sb, although measurem
for those adsorbates took place at appreciably hig
temperature—above 640 °C. We speculate that exchang
In adatoms with kinks or step vacancies instead of terr
vacancies may become important at sufficiently low te
peratures. Indeed, this change in mechanism explains
Arrhenius parameters for conventional surface diffusion
both metals and semiconductors often decrease dramati
whenT falls appreciably below 50% of the substrate melti
temperatureTM .11 In the present case, 370 °C corresponds
T/TM50.38—well within the range where such a transiti
can be expected. Granted, the diffusion parameters fo
without illumination exhibit no observable changes, and
parameters with illumination increase rather than decre
However, we understand too little about the effects of il
mination on adatom production from terraces to genera
the picture to steps or kinks. Furthermore, the observed
creases inEdiff andD0 may have little direct physical signifi
cance if the transition between regimes is gradual.
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Significance for microelectronics fabrication

Rapid thermal processing~RTP! is finding ever-increasing
application in the fabrication of microelectronic device
RTP employs lamps for wafer heating that operate at int
sities at least as high as those reported here. The pre
results have significance for RTP processes that invo
semiconductor surface diffusion. For example, surface di
sion plays a major role in the formation of epitaxial silico
by chemical vapor deposition. At sufficiently low temper
tures, decreased mobility of the depositing atoms result
unwanted defects. The present results suggest that the
mate minimum processing temperature in RTP may dif
for n- andp-doped material. No such difference should ex
in conventional furnace processing. In another example,
face diffusion governs the formation of hemispheric
grained silicon~HSG!, which is used to form electrodes fo
the capacitors in memory devices. HSG is formed by hea
highly doped amorphous silicon in an RTP configuration
the point of incipient crystallization. Crystallites form at th
free interface and grow via surface diffusion, mushroom
out of the surface as they do so.58 The resulting roughening
greatly increases the surface available for charge storage
therefore the capacitance of the device. Too much cryst
zation smoothens the surface and ruins the device; the
cise temperature dependence of surface diffusion is there
crucial to know. The present results predict that surface
fusivities of Si over the growing crystallites should devia
from thermal values.

We have shown that illumination affects surface diffusi
on semiconductors through charged vacancies. No do
similar phenomena can also occur in the bulk when diffus
proceeds by a vacancy mechanism. For some time it
been known that doping type and level affects bulk diffusi
by altering Fermi level and therefore the concentrations
vacancies having different charge states.18,54 Presumably the
populations of such states near a free surface or ne
shallow-lying discontinuity in doping concentration cou
also be affected by strong illumination.

From a technological perspective, such situations oc
increasingly often in integrated circuit manufacture duri
the formation and annealing of shallow junctions by RT
New generations ofpn junctions are slated to lie less than 2
nm from the surface59—easily within the penetration dept
of the incident light. Thus, motion of dopants during RT
could take place with rates significantly different from pr
dictions based on reported thermal diffusivities. Furth
more, the diffusion rates would increase for one type of d
ing and decrease for the other. This asymmetry could cre
problems for conventional complementary metal-oxide se
conductor technologies, in which both kinds of doping a
present on a single wafer.

CONCLUSION

This paper has provided strong evidence th
illumination-induced movements in surface quasi-Ferm
levels can affect high-temperature surface diffusion, mai
by changing the formation energy for adatom-vacancy pa
We expect that such phenomena can generalize to bulk
fusion, with significant implications for RTP processin
However, significant questions remain about the prec
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mechanisms that govern the surface effects. For exam
while the position of the quasi-Fermi-level for minority car
riers appears to control the change in diffusional activati
energy, the magnitude of the change depends upon just h
efficiently minority carriers thermalize themselves wit
deep-lying vacancy levels. Also, the proposed complexat
mechanism between adatoms and vacancies to yield a
crease in diffusivity forp-type material remains speculative
experimental studies at the atomic level may prove fruitfu
Finally, the low-temperature change in Arrhenius paramet
le,
-
n
ow

on
de-
;
l.
rs

for In remains puzzling; our proposed mechanism involvi
adatom exchange with steps or kinks would benefit fr
further evidence.
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